Mlab--a mathematical modeling tool.
An interactive interpreter called Mlab is described. One uses Mlab by typing commands. In this sense, Mlab is a programming language. It has various mathematical and graphical facilities which make it a useful tool for mathematical modeling. The curve fitting capabilities of Mlab are augmented with differential-equation-handling and matrix-manipulation capabilities which provide a powerful and civilized facility for curve fitting. Many people are engaged in this activity, and, in general, they use programs which are neither sufficiently general nor easy to use. (Some conventional programming is usually required, for example.) Mlab purports to be easier than alternate approaches. The nature of Mlab is discussed with accompanying examples. The main example is the use of curve fitting to determine molecular weight from ultracentrifuge data. This example was chosen because it exhibits a special feature of Mlab, namely the root operator, which appears in the definition of the model function.